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Abstract

the SANS system (called SANS I> was separated
into two subsystems [4, 51. The IMU, water speed
sensor, compass, GPS antenna, and data logging
computer were housed in one package and placed
in a towfish. The GPS receiver, DGPS antenna,
and data processing computer were in the towing
vessel. The data collected by the towfish subsystem were transmitted to the processing computer
through a modem cable.
The second generation of the SANS system, or
SANS 11, was totally contained in a single package.
The software of SANS I[ and SANS I1 was based
on a twelve-state complementary filter with constant gains. The value of these gains was initially
selected based on bandwidth considerations, and
later tuned based on results from bench testing
and ground vehicle testing. SANS I1 was the subject of extensive tilt table testing, bench testing,
and ground vehicle testing. Early testing results
were reported in [6]. The latest testing results of
SANS I1 are described in Section 2 of this paper.
Tilt table tests showed that attitude sensing was
achieved to an accuracy of one degree or better
under the most demanding of circumstances [7].
This is in agreement with the findings of other
investigations 181. Bench testing was conducted
to properly tune the filter gains. Ground vehicle
testing, where the SANS system was mounted on
a moving golf cart, was dso conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of the SANS system.
SANS I11 is the current version of the system. This paper reports recent improvements
to the SANS hardware and software. The 486based ESP computer used in the previous versions
of SANS is now replaced by an AMD 586DX133
based PC/104 computer to provide more computing power and, more importantly, to increase reliability and compatibility by using PC/104 industrial standards 191.
In the current version of SANS, the position
and velocity estimation part of the constant-gain
filter used in SANS I and SANS 11 is replaced
by an asynchronous Kalman filter. The new fil-

A Small AUV Navigation System (SANS) is being developed at the Naval Postgraduate School.
The SANS is an integrated GPS/INS navigation
system composed of low-cost, small-size components. It U designed to demonstrate the feasibility of using a low-cost Inertial Measurement
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to the SANS hardware, latest testing results after compensating heading-dependent derivations in
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1 Introduction
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are
capable of a variety of overt and clandestine missions. Such vehicles have been used for inspection, mine counter measures, survey and observation [l]. Accurate navigation is a crucial aspect
of each of these missions. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is capable of providing this accuracy if integrated with an Inertial Navigation
System (INS) to compensate for intermittent reception caused by either wave action or deliberate
submergence.
A Small AUV Navigation System (SANS) is being developed to demonstrate the feasibility of using low-cost and small-size Inertial Measurement
Unit (MU) to navigate between DGPS fixes. The
goal is a self-contained, internally or externally
mountable package which can be easily carried
by a small AUV. The initial installation target
for the SANS is the Naval Postgraduate School
"Phoenix" AUV [2, 31. The first prototype of
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2.1

To obtain heading information in SANS, the angular rate sensor is used as a high ikequency input
source and the digital compass (Precision Navigation Electronic Compass, Model TCM2) is used as
low frequency data source. In a series of ground
vehicle tests [6],it was noted that the SANS heading is usually off by a few degrees. Figure 1 shows
a typical run from ground vehicle testing with
DGPS updates every 10 seconds. The solid line
is the atered vehicle track with continuous DGPS
data, and is taken as a reference. The dotted line
is the filtered vehicle track when DGPS information is provided to the filter every 10 seconds. The
vehicle starts from (0,O)coordinate, moves westward, continues northward after a right turn, and
returns to the starting location after making a Uturn. It is evident, particularly from the northerly
run,that the filter is not receiving accurate directional information. A comparison of raw compass
data and the filtered heading points to the compass as the source of heading deviation.
The investigation of compass derivation was focused on three areas: possible interference produced by the golf cart electric motor, vibration,
and the deviation of the compass itself. The TCM2 compass has a self calibration routine which is
designed to remove the effects of static magnetic
fields caused by ferrous materials in the vicinity
of the compass. The calibration routine is not capable of compensating for dynamic magnetic field
distortions like those caused by an electric motor.
To fkd the effect of the electric motor on the compass, a series of tests were conducted.
The tests were performed by jacking up the rear
wheels of the golf cart so that they could spin
freely while the motor was on. The motors were
turned on for 30 second intervals followed by a 30
second off period. During the off time, the wheels
continued to rotate for approximately 10-15 seconds until they came to a stop. This test dowed
changes in heading due to motor engagement to be
observed. The same test was performed four times
rotating the cart through the cardinal points. The
result of one such test (with the vehicle facing east)
is depicted in Figure 2. Testing results indicate
that there is interference, but its magnitude appears to be limited to approximately a half of a
degree. The figure also indicates that the noise is
at a relatively high frequency which can be compensated for with an appropriate value of the filter
gain. Similar results were obtained with a full load
applied to the motor.
The effect of vibration was tested by slightly
tapping the board (where the compass is mounted)
with a screwdriver and a finger. Figure 3 shows

Figure 1: Position plot for ground vehicle testing with DGPS update every 10 seconds and prior
to compass calibration (dotted line); continuous
DGPS position (solid line).
ter has six states for orientation estimation (still
constant gain), and eight states for position estimation. Low-frequency DGPS noise is explicitly modeled based on an experimentally obtained
autocorrelation function. Ocean currents are also
modeled as a low-frequency random process. Finally, the asynchronousnature of DGPS measurements resulting from AUV submergence or wave
splash on the DGPS antennas is also taken into
account by adopting an asynchronous Kal~nanfilter as the basis for the SANS position estimation
software. Matlab simulation studies of the asynchronous filter have been conducted, and simulation results are presented.

2

Compass Calibration

Testing Results of SANS I1

Early testing results of SANS I1 were reported
in [6]. This section presents findings resulting from
compass calibration, and testing results of SANS
11after compensating heading-dependent errors in
compass measurements.
The SANS uses a TCM-2 digital compass to
obtain low-frequency heading information, A detailed investigation into compass calibration reveals that, in our test environment, the TCM-2
compass has heading-dependent deviations of up
to five degrees. With the aid of a precision transit,
a deviation table was established and utilized to
compensate heading-dependent deviations in the
software. After compensating compass deviations,
results from ground vehicle testing (with the previous constant-gain filter) indicate that the SANS
system is able to navigate with 10 meter accuracy
for more than three minutes between DGPS fixes.
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Figure 2: Effect of the golf cart motor on compass
measurements.

Figure 4: TCM-2 compass deviation.
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2 compass, a comparison is made between the
two indicated headings. The compass was swung
through the entire 360 degrees, taking measurements every 10 degrees. Figure 4 shows the difference between measurements of the transit and
those of the TCM-2 compass. Figure 4 is qualitatively in agreement with the observation made
during ground vehicle testing where north-south
runs show greater heading errors than east-west
runs. Using this data, a table lookup and linear interpolating function were added to the SANS filter
code to compensate the heading dependent derivation.

1

2.2
Figure 3: Effect of vibration on compass measurements.

Ground Vehicle Testing

After compensating heading-dependent derivations in compass measurements,similar ground vehicle testing as reported in [6]was conducted. In
ground vehicle testing, the SANS system was installed on a golf cart. The cart was driven in a
parking lot. The ground vehicle tests described in
[6] were conducted without direct measurement of
vehicle speed. The vehicle speed was crudely estimated based on the leng$h of the traveling course
and traveling time, and assumed a constant value
throughout testing. To lbetter estimate the vehicle speed, a bicycle wheel was instrumented and
trailed behind the golf cart. The bicycle wheel was
provided with a reed switch and a magnet that
generates a pulse upon every revolution. Counting the elapsed time bebween two pulses provides
a better estimate of the average speed [lo].
After implementing the bicycle wheel speed
measurement and compensating headhg-dependent compass derivation (based on Figure 4), another ground vehicle test was conducted. The result of this test is depicted in Figure 5. The dotted

compass reading when subjected to vibration. It
is seen that vibration clearly plays a much greater
role in compass error than the electric motor.
Again, these deviations are mostly in high frequency range and will be filtered out with an appropriate filter gain.
In ground vehicle testing, it was noticed that
heading error during east-west runs was not as
large as during north-south runs. A find test
was conducted to determine, if any, compass deviations that are heading dependent exist. The
test was performed by swinging the compass and
comparing the compass reading with a reference.
The instrument used as the reference was a transit manufactured by W. and L.E. Gurley with an
accuracy of 0.5 degrees. It has a calibrated, balanced magnetic compass mounted within its body.
By mounting the transit in l i e with the TCM-
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Figure 5: Ground vehicle test result with calibrated compass and bicycle wheel speed measurement. Dotted lime: with DGPS; solid line: without

U
Networked to a
remote computer

DGPS.
line represents the vehicle trajectory with continuous DGPS data. The solid line is the trajectory of
the vehicle followingthe same path without DGPS
data during the entire run of 3.2 minutes. Taking
the dotted line as the reference, it is seen that the
result of dead reckoning navigation without DGPS
is accurate to within 10 meters or less.

3
3.1

Figure 6: SANS I11 hardware configuration.
The two units are about the same size, but the
Crossbow unit has an internal A/D board, delivering data in Rs-232 format. (Analog data is also
available if it is set in a different output mode.)
This eliminates the need for a PC/104 A/D module, and therefore reduces the overall size of the
SANS system. hrthermore, the Crossbow unit
consumes significantly less power.

Development of SANS I11
Improvements in Hardware

In the first two versions of SANS, a 386- or
486-based ESP computer was utilized as the main
computing power for data acquisition and processing. In the past several years, PC/104has become
the industrial standard for embedded computing
applications. In SANS 111, an AMD 586DX133
PC/104 module from Real Time Devices [ll]is
adopted for data acquisition and processing (see
Figure 6). It is loaded with the MS-DOS operating
system. This processor provides more computing
power, which in turn permits a faster sampling
rate. In addition, use of the PC/104 industrial
standard enhances the reliability, flexibility, and
compatibility of the SANS system. The PC/104
CPU module also has a 12 MB disk on a chip that
will store the SANS executable codes.
Two serial ports usually come standard on PCs.
For the present application, however, four serial
ports are needed for connecting DGPS,compass,
IMU, and water speed sensor. A four serial port
PC/104 module from Sealevel Systems, Inc. was
acquired for this purpose [12].
The Systron Donner MotionPak IMU is now replaced by a Crossbow DMU-VG six-axis IMU 1131.

3.2

Asynchronous Kalman Filter

The navigation software in the previous versions of SANS was based on a twelve-state
constant-gain ater. Filter gains were initially
selected based on bandwidth considerations and
later tuned based on tilt table and bench testing. This filter is being replaced by an asynchronous Kalman filter in SANS 111. This filter
has six states for orientation estimation (still constant gain), and eight states for position estimation. The part of the filter for orientation estimation remains the same as reported in [6] and will
not be repeated here. The process model for position estimation is depicted in Figure 7. In this
model, the velocity relative to water, ocean current, and GPS bias (state variables 2 1 through zg)
are modeled as colored signals generated by white
noises gl, . .., q6 through first-order systems. The
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Figure 7 Process model of the Kalman filter.

an accurate water speed sensor. With the process model shown in Figpre 7, the measurements
used for position estimation are the velocity relative to water provided by the water speed sensor
and position informationi provided by DGPS. The
velocity measurements are synchronous and available at every sampling time. DGPS information is
asynchronous and is only available when the AUV
is surfaced. The two synchronous measurement
equations are:

time constant rs and rg are on the order of minutes, and rc is on the order of hours The velocity relative to the ground is obtained by summing
the velocity relative to water (XI and x2) and the
ocean current (x3 and 24,and integrated t o obtain position estimation (27 and 323). Therefore,
the Kalman filter state equations are characterized
by:
1
1
x1
= --XI + -q1
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where vi,i = 1,2 are white noise. That is, it is
assumed that the velocity measurements contain
additive white noise. The two asynchronous measurement equations are:

(3)
(4)
(5)

23

=

27+25

24

=

28 f 2 6

(11)
(12)

Because of asynchronous nature of DGPS measurements, an asynchronous Kalman filter is
needed to provide position estimation. The design of the filter follows the standard procedures
[14], with one notable difference. At the time
when GPS measurements are available, the vector of measurements is four dimensional. At any
other times, it is two dimensional. Consequently,
the dimension of the Kalman filter gain matrix K

(7)

= 22 4 - 2 4
(8)
Acceleration signals from the attitude estima58

tion part of the SANS I11 filter were not used for
velocity estimation because they were judged to be
too noisy to provide useful information in comparison to values for velocity obtained directly from
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Figure 8: North position vs. time. Solid l i e : actual position (zero); dash line: estimated position;
plus sign: DGPS measurement.

Figure 9: East position vs. time. Solid line: actual
position (zero); dash line: estimated position; plus
sign: DGPS measurement.

is either 8 x 4 or 8 x 2, depending on the dimension
of measurements. It is noted that the dimension
of states is 8.

acquired or are already available from the previous version. The new hardware configuration
is under testing and evaluation. The navigation
software of SANS I11 will be based on the asynchronous Kalman filter discussed in Section 3, and
is currently under development. When completed,
SANS 111will be tested at sea in Monterey Bay using the Phoenix AUV.
A parallel effort is proceeding on tracking of
human body motion using inertial sensors. Three
angular rate sensors, three accelerometers, and a
threeaxis magnetometer are being packaged into
a 1.25 inch cube to form an integrated orientation
sensor. Multiple sensors are to be placed on human limbs. These sensors allow determination of
orientation of each limb segment and thus reconstruction of body posture. Inertial tracking will
eliminate the restricted range limitations suffered
by most other body tracking technologies.
Euler angles are used to represent orientation
in the SANS filter. The use of Euler angles is adequate for AUV navigation, but it does not allow to
motion tracking through the vertical as would be
necessary for body tracking. An orientation filter
based on quaternions is currently being developed.

3.3

Simulation Results

Prior to implementing the asynchronous
Kalman filter in SANS 111, it was first simulated
using Matlab. Simulation results are presented in
this subsection. Asynchronism is coded as follows.
At a synchronous sampling rate of 100 Hz, the
filter takes measurements of water speed and u p
dates the position estimation. DGPS signals are
made available at a rate of about 1Hz. As soon as
DGPS signals are received, they will be utilized,
along with water speed measurements, to update
the position estimation at the next (synchronous)
sample time.
Simulation results are shown in Figures 8
through 10. Actual north and east position are
zero in all cases. Figure 8 shows the estimated
north position (dash line) along with DGPS measurements (plus sign). After 50 seconds, the estimated north position remains within one meter
from the actual value. Figure 9 shows the estimated east position and DGPS measurements. It
is seen that initial estimation error is relatively
large, but the filter iinally converges. Estimated
north position versus estimated east position is
ploted in Figure 10.

4

5

Conclusion

This paper is a progress report concerning the
SANS system development. The latest testing
results of SANS I1 are described. These results
demonstrate that the SANS is able to navigate
with 10 meter accuracy for more than three minutes between DGPS hes. To further reduce size
and improve navigation accuracy of the SANS system, a new version (SANS 111)is being developed.

Current and Future Work

The current effort is on hardware integration
and software development of SANS 111. All the
hardware components shown in Figure 6 have been
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